AWARDS
NNU leader named among most influential in healthcare. September p. 9.
Nurses win top honesty and ethics honors, again. December p. 5.

ADVOCACY
DC nurses strike for patient safety, fair contract. March p. 4.
RNs with Chicago’s Cook County Health and Hospital Systems are fighting for patient services. April p. 10.
Massachusetts nurse leaders arrested defending workers’ rights.
Wave of Protest. A Wisconsin union-busting bill has finally motivated working people in America to fight back, and NNU nurses are standing right alongside them. March p. 10.
Tell Us Where it Hurts. To win a better life for all Americans, we nurses need to start talking about what’s happening in our homes, in our workplace, and in our neighborhoods. March p. 12.
NNU nurses go to Washington. At the top of the nurses’ agenda was discussion and education about the Main Street Contract for the American People. June p. 4.
Support grows for seven fired nurses of Valley Regional Medical Center in Brownsville. June p. 8.
Florida RNs at Hospital Corporation of America held events in effort to improve patient care standards. July/August p. 8.
Texas nurse leaders meet to discuss how to take the Main Street Contract campaign deeper into their communities. July/August p. 8.
Nurses hold record number of actions calling for tax on Wall Street. September p. 4.
NNU nurses take risks to give first aid at national Occupy sites. October p. 4.
Massachusetts RNs hold convention, help Occupy Boston. October p. 6.
Nurses at Cypress Medical Center speak out about hospital’s punitive attendance policy. October p. 8.
NNU nurses support striking British workers. November p. 4.
Ohio RNs have been busy promoting NNU’s call for a tax on Wall Street, defending union rights, and supporting the Occupy movement. November p. 8.

Preoccupied. Registered nurse Doug Connor loves his country. That’s why he’s busy backing the Occupy movement and NNU’s tax on Wall Street. December p. 10.

BARGAINING
Wilkes-Barre nurses strike for patients, respect. January/February p. 6.
DC nurses strike for patient safety, fair contract. March p. 4.
Massachusetts RNs authorize strikes, step up fight for safe staffing. April p. 4.
Minnesota RNs in Hibbing pull strike notice after marathon bargaining. April p. 6.
RNs at Sutter Health in Roseville and Auburn have voted to ratify new three-year agreements. April p. 10.
Children’s Hospital RNs strike to defend healthcare options. May p. 8.
University of California RNs win new contract. May p. 9.
DC nurses win new contract. May p. 9.
University of Chicago RNs defeat concessions, win improvements in new contract. June p. 6.
RNs at University of Southern California University Hospital ratified a new three-year contract. June p. 6.
Sutter, a Wall Street corporate hospital, declares war on RNs. July/August p. 7.
University of Michigan nurses rally for a contract to protect their patients. September p. 7.
California nurses jolt hospitals with massive, unprecedented strike. September p. 8.
Nurses at Oak Hill and Fawcett Memorial Hospital staged informational pickets for staffing and patient care. September p. 10.
RNs approve a contract with Sanford Bemidji Hospital. September p. 10.
Texas RNs met with negotiators for the Texas HCA-affiliated hospitals, making progress towards their first union contract. September p. 10.
University of Michigan RNs win new contract. October p. 7.
Maine State Nurses Association won a new three-year contract at Maine Coast Memorial. October p. 8.
Las Vegas Mountain View HCA nurses win first contract. November p. 5.
Florida RN negotiating team achieves tentative agreement on RN-only professional practice committees. November p. 8.
Children’s Hospital Oakland RNs settle contract. December p. 8.

BOOK REVIEWS
Alone Together: Why We Expect More From Technology and Less From Each Other. July/August p. 12.
When a Loved One Falls Ill: How to be an Effective Patient Advocate. July/August p. 14.
The Comfort Garden: Tales From the Trauma Unit. July/August p. 15.
My Imaginary Illness: A Journey Into Uncertainty and Prejudice in Medical Diagnoses. July/August p. 16.
When Nurses Hurt Nurses: Recognizing and Overcoming the Cycle of Bullying. July/August p. 16.

CONTINUING EDUCATION HOME STUDIES

ELECTIONS
See Politics

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S COLUMN
If President Obama Were a Nurse. Healthcare reform would have focused on patient needs, not corporate greed. January/February p. 9.
National Uprising. The Wisconsin protests have inspired Americans to fight back and demand corporations and the super rich pay their fair share. March p. 9.
Bargaining for America. RNs are launching a Main Street contract campaign for the rest of us. April p. 11.

Moving the Agenda. NNU nurses are heroically fighting in the trenches for patient care, and winning. May p. 11.
Making Wall Street Pay. Nurses know it's high time to force the corporations that broke our economy to pony up the money to fix it. June p. 9.
Live to Tell. Nurses across the country are struggling in this economy, and calling for a Main Street contract. July/August p. 9.
Unity is Key. Solidarity among nurses is critical to the profession. September p. 11.
Nurses to the Rescue. RNs have a care plan to heal America, tax Wall Street. October p. 9.
Asked and Answered. Have questions about the Wall Street tax nurses are proposing? Learn the basics here. November p. 9.
All the World’s a Stage. NNU RNs work to revive the global economy. December p. 9.

GLOBAL HEALTH
Seoul Sisters. Though on the other side of the globe, the Korean Health and Medical Workers Union fight for the same things as NNU: ratios, worker rights, and healthcare for all. March p. 14.

HEALTHCARE REFORM
Massachusetts’ failed experiment with the individual mandate. March p. 6.
NNU supports federal bill to create national healthcare system. May p. 6.

HOSPITAL INDUSTRY
California hospitals get yet another extension of seismic upgrade deadline. April p. 7.
Hundreds of RNs, doctors, and community residents show support for San Leandro Hospital. March p. 10.
Squeezed to Death. Why are hospitals across the country so quick to shut down their skilled nursing facilities when patients need them now more than ever? May p. 15.
Cutting to the Bone. Nurses across the country are fighting closures of critical units by hospitals. June p. 10.
Southern California RNs host candlelight vigils to bring attention to eroding hospital standards and services. July/August p. 8.
RNs protest Cerberus’ private equity management of hospitals. December p. 4.
INSURANCE INDUSTRY
How insurance companies will make even more money off Medicaid. January/February p. 6.
Nurses and activists picketed the headquarters of Blue Shield to protest price gouging. January/February p. 8.

INTERNATIONAL NURSING
Seoul Sisters. Though on the other side of the globe, the Korean Health and Medical Workers Union fight for the same things as NNU: ratios, worker rights, and healthcare for all. March p. 14.
NNU nurses support striking British workers. November p. 4.

LEGISLATION
Massachusetts RNs launch campaign for safe staffing ratios. January/February p. 4.
The more teeth a law has for enforcement, the better. The CNA has sponsored new legislation that would stiffen penalties for hospitals breaking the safe RN-to-patient staffing ratios. March p. 8.
RNs in Maine are on the offensive against union-busting bills. March p. 8.
NNU supports federal bill to create national healthcare system. May p. 6.
Maine nurses pass legislation to address and prevent the growing problem of violence at hospitals. July/August p. 8.
CNA’s safe staffing law mandating ratios has improved nursing care, studies show. July/August p. 8.
Safe lift is now the law in California. October p. 5.
Pennsylvania State Representatives joined RNs to introduce ratio bills. October p. 8.

NURSING PRACTICE
Maine nurses convince hospital to pull bad IV catheters. December p. 5.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Insult on Top of Back Injury. RN, Beth Piknick, is outraged by the decision of the U.S. Department of labor to withdraw a rule requiring employers to report musculoskeletal injuries to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. March p. 5.

OCCUPY MOVEMENT
See Advocacy

ORGANIZATION
Education is key at annual Maine nurses’ conference. April p. 8.
Fight of Our Lives. How nurses can help restore the dream by leading the charge for a Main Street contract for America. April p. 12.
University division RNs hold first national conference. May p. 7.
Austin hosts the third HCA RN National Bargaining Council and Texas Leadership Council meeting sponsored by NNOC-Texas/NNU. March p. 10.
NNU leader named among most influential in healthcare. September p. 9.
Unconventional Methods. At our 2011 gathering, nurses learned they have the power, the vision, and the know-how they need to chart a healthier course for the nation. September p. 12.
Massachusetts RNs hold convention, help Occupy Boston. October p. 6.
Strong Medicine. NNU is joining with nurses around the world to jumpstart a global movement for a Wall Street tax. October p. 10.
The Year in Pictures. NNU nurses advocated tirelessly across the country for their patients and for America. October p. 10.

POLITICS
Michigan nurses challenge Governor’s cuts. April p. 9.
Southern California nurses win sweet unionizing victory. May p. 5.
Holy Family RNs Win Union Election. July/August p. 4.
South Florida RNs win election. October p. 5.

**PROFILES**

**Rising to the Occasion.** Michigan RN Diane Goddeeris takes her responsibility as a nurse seriously, whether it’s helping lead the national nurses’ movement or serving on her city council. January/February p. 14.

**Squeezed to Death.** Jonica Brooks, RN is fighting to save SNF services in her community. May p. 15.

**Talking About Where it Hurts.** RNs share comments on the hardships and suffering they have witnessed due to the dysfunctional economy. June p. 5.

**A Life of Service.** Bunny Engeldorf, RN believes the nation’s nurses must take charge of patient care on all levels, and has worked tirelessly to help build their power to do just that. June p. 12.

**Life Support.** During this economic crisis, nurses are often the ones keeping their households afloat. July/August p. 17.

**Preoccupied.** Registered nurse Doug Connor loves his country. That’s why he’s busy backing the Occupy movement and NNU’s tax on Wall Street. December p. 10.

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

**Going Public.** Nurses working for the public sector meet to discuss challenges, explain what they do to community. March p. 13.

**University of Chicago RNs stand vigil over ER access.** April p. 9.

**What are we waiting for?** To have access to a free medical clinic, patients camp out overnight in the bitter cold. May p. 6.

---

**RATIOS**

See Staffing

---

**SINGLE-PAYER HEALTHCARE**

NNU supports federal bill to create national healthcare system. May p. 6.

Moving Mountains. Vermont forges a path toward state-based single-payer. September p. 16.

Nurses pivotal to “one payer states” collaboration. September p. 17.

**STAFFING**

Massachusetts RNs launch campaign for safe staffing ratios. January/February p. 4.

The more teeth a law has for enforcement, the better. The CNA has sponsored new legislation that would stiffen penalties for hospitals breaking the safe RN-to-patient staffing ratios. March p. 8.

RNs at St. Vincent Hospital in Worcester organize a “flash mob” for safe staffing. March p. 8.

Florida NNU members confront Governor Rick Scott during rally for state staffing ratio bill. April p. 10.

Massachusetts RNs score huge staffing gains in new contracts. May p. 4.

Range Regional RNs strike over staffing. July/August p. 6.

CNA’s safe staffing law mandating ratios has improved nursing care, studies show. July/August p. 8.

Pennsylvania State Representatives joined RNs to introduce ratio bills. October p. 8.

Massachusetts RNs organize big turnout to state hearing on ratio bills. December p. 8.

**STRIKES**

See Bargaining

---

**TECHNOLOGY**

Taking Media into Our Own Hands. NNU nurses are not waiting around for mainstream news organization to tell our stories. Instead, we’re creating our own outlets for informing, educating, and entertaining. January/February p. 11.

---

**VETERANS AFFAIRS**

NNU-VA completed a 45-day project to put together proposals for a new national contract. April p. 10.

RNs at the Manhattan VA scored a victory in collectively confronting administrators over issues of workplace violence. March p. 10.

NNU-VA negotiating team headed to Pittsburg to start master contract negotiations. June p. 8.

NNU-VA team visited Occupy Pittsburgh to listen to protesters and their stories. October p. 8.

NNU-VA mobilizes nurses to attend Make Wall Street Pay rally in DC. November p. 8.

---

**WORKPLACE**

Substandard Care. Despite being valued and essential members of the American RN workforce, Filipino nurses must still often challenge and overcome bias and discrimination. October p. 15.

Orange County RNs win $12 million against hospital for overtime dispute. December p. 8.